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‘B’ Series – Overview

Large grey boxes (see below for greater detail)

**Box B1 contains:** Essays on Haiti by DN and other writers; large collection of newspaper articles on Haiti, c.1985–1990; several years of *Une Semaine en Haiti* and *Haiti Hebdo*

**Box B2 contains:** Materials on Haitian politics and economy, predominantly newspaper articles; two theses

**Box B3 contains:** Large collection of academic articles and newspaper articles on Haiti
Box B1

Folders: overview of contents (see below for further detail):

**Very faded blue** – labelled ‘Haiti’ – contains writings on Haiti (most of them not by DN)

**Faded blue** – labelled ‘Haiti – end of Duvalierism’ – contains clippings/photocopies of newspaper articles on Haiti, 1986–8

**Grey** – contains the publications *Une Semaine en Haiti* and *Haiti Hebdo*

Also in box (loose) – further articles on Haiti in the mid-to late 1980s, a thesis, and other related material

**Very faded blue (i)** – Writings on Haiti (most of them not by DN)

- Copy of *Haiti, the Dominican Republic and the United States*, published by the Institute of Latin American Studies, University of London, c.1994
- ‘Background notes’ about Haiti, published by the United States Department of State, Bureau of Public Affairs, June 1984
- Photocopy of article ‘Rene Depestre renonce au catholicisme, a la negritude et au “socialisme reel”’ in *Haiti-Observateur*, 30 April–6 September 1985
- Amnesty International Report 1986, on Haiti
- Draft of ‘“Sovereign Consent” vs. “State-Centric Sovereignty”: the Haitian Case’ by Anthony B. Maingot, Florida International University, 19 March 1993, with notes by DN
- Typescript with corrections of *Voodoo, Hispanidad, and Noirisme: Popular Religion and the Search for Cultural Identity in the Dominican Republic and Haiti* by Jan Lundius, 1989

**Faded blue** – ‘Haiti – end of Duvalierism’ – clippings/photocopies of newspaper articles on Haiti, 1986–8

- Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Pact puts end to Dominican Republic deadlock’ in *The Guardian*, 26 May 1986
- Page with notes/list of topics, beginning ‘1. Class & colour’
- Page with notes/contact details
- Page with notes/articles
- Page with notes, with heading ‘CUP Haiti 1930–present’
- Photocopy of two articles by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Barbados election landslide’ and ‘Old hand’, in unspecified publication, 30 May 1986
• Photocopy of article by J. Michael Dash, ‘Haiti: A Devil State’ in Money Index, 11 February 1986
• Article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Uprising puts Duvalier under siege’, 19 January 1986
• Photocopy of article by Bouzid Kouza, ‘Haiti: Redefining Terrorism’ in Africasia, November 1985
• Photocopies of two articles by Greg Chamberlain, ‘The rot sets in’ and ‘Haitian protests dwindle’, publication and date unspecified
• Photocopies of three articles by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Haitian forces on strike alert’, ‘Haiti ‘in deep crisis’ and ‘Duvalier fights back at protest’, the latter in Third World Review, publication of the other two unspecified, January 1986
• Proofs of what appears to be an Oxford Analytica report on Haiti
• Photocopy of article in unspecified publication, ‘Haiti revolt shifts to countryside’ by Ben Barber, undated
• Report on Haiti, undated, from Reuter
• Article by Terry Coleman, ‘An island paradise that lost its way with liberty’ in The Guardian, 1 February 1986
• News report on Haiti, 23 September 1985
• News report on Haiti from BBC, 4 March 1986
• (Proofs of?) news report on Haiti in The Times, 10 February 1986
• Article by Greg Chamberlain in unspecified publication, ‘Duvalier clings to power as US blunders’, 1 February 1986
• News report on Haiti, 8 January 1986
• Article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Haitian army threatens to overthrow Duvalier’ in (?) The Guardian, January 1986
• Article on Haiti in The Guardian, 3 October 1986
• Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Balaguer embarks on fifth term’, in unspecified publication, 18 August 1986
• ‘Original’ version of article on Haiti, publication unspecified, 13 August 1986
• Article on Haiti by Greg Chamberlain, 4 October 1986, ‘For World of Information Yearbook’
• Photocopy of article by Amy Wilentz, ‘Haiti Doesn’t Need or Want U.S. Military Aid’
• Photocopy of article by Michael Dash, ‘Duvalierism without Duvalier in Haiti’ in Trinidad Guardian, 21 July 1986
• Article on Haiti by Greg Chamberlain, 2 September 1986, ‘for ‘Media Development mag’
• Photocopy of article on the Duvaliers by Bella Stumbo, in LA Times, ‘mid-Dec. 85’
• Photocopy of article by Roger Lowenstein, ‘Looking for Loot: Haiti Presses Search World-Wide for Assets Duvalier Appropriated’ in unspecified publication, 4 December 1986
• Photocopy of article, ‘Haiti Still Has a Chance’ in the Washington Post, 5 December 1986
• Photocopy of article by Margot Hornblower, ‘Unrest Widens as Haiti Limps Toward Democracy’, publication unspecified, 2 February 1986
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- Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Namphy back with more aid’, publication unspecified, 24 November 1986
- Amnesty International Report 1986, on Dominican Republic
- Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Liberals removed from the Cabinet in Haiti’ in The Guardian, 8 January 1987
- Photocopy of article by Joseph B. Treaster, ‘A Crime Wave is Haiti’s Latest Woe’, date unspecified
- Article on Haiti, 9 November 1986, with heading ‘original (Guardian)’
- Photocopy of article by Joanne Omang, ‘Military Ruler Says Haiti Is in a “Political Vacuum”’ in Washington Post, 24 November 1986; photocopy of an article on Haiti, from a French-language publication
- Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Namphy back with more aid’, unspecified publication, 24 November 1986
- Photocopy of article by Joseph B. Treaster, ‘U.S. Plans to Strengthen Haitian Forces’, in unspecified publication, 6 August 1986
- Photocopy of article by Elizabeth Abbott, ‘Haiti’s most famed hotel closes its doors’, in Caribbean Times, 17 October 1986
- Article about Haiti, 22 October 1986, author and publication unspecified
- Correspondence between Greg Chamberlain and Latin American Bureau, Paris, 1985
- News report on Haiti, undated
- Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘“Something Extraordinary” in Haiti’, in Africasia
• Photocopy of article by Amy Wilentz, ‘Voodoo in Haiti today’, in *Grand Street*, vol. 6 no. 2, winter 1987
• Article by DN, ‘Haiti 1986–7’ in *L.A. & Caribbean Contemporary Record*, undated, with annotations
• Photocopy of article by David Lomax, ‘Under the spell of voodoo’ in *The Listener*, 4 September 1986
• Piece titled ‘The Utility of Approach’, undated, with disparaging note by (?) Greg Chamberlain
• Photocopy of article by Joseph B. Treaster, ‘After Haiti Unrest, a Stalemate’, publication unspecified, 13 July 1987
• Article about Haiti ‘for NACLA report’, 9 April 1987 (issue unspecified)
• Photocopy of article by Mark D. Danner, ‘In the wake of the Duvaliers, a depleted nation seeks a new political landscape’ in the *New York Times Magazine*, 21 June 1987
• Photocopy of article by David Blundy, ‘Haiti’s unholy war’, in the *Sunday Telegraph*, 15 March 1987
• Two photocopies of an article by John Haylett, ‘Haiti fights for democracy’, in *Morning Star*, 1 August 1987, with annotations
• Photocopy of article titled ‘Haiti re-flagged’ in *The Independent*, 7 August 1987
• Article about Haiti by Greg Chamberlain ‘for NACLA’, 17 August 1987 (issue unspecified)
• Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘A day out with Haiti’s “Amazon”’ in *The Guardian*, 13 March 1984
• Photocopy of two articles by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Haiti poll seen as masquerade to gain US aid’ and ‘Haitians in show of human rights’, publication and date unspecified
• Article by Greg Chamberlain about Haiti, ‘for Carib. Contact’, 25 September 1987
• Photocopy of article by Bernard Diederich, ‘Haiti’s Army Shoots at Haiti’s Press’, in *L.A. Times*, 23 August 1987
• Photocopy of article by Cowan Coventry, ‘the Duvalier Legacy’, in *The Tablet*, 3 October 1987
• Photocopies of six articles on Haiti, November 1987, publications unspecified
• Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Haitians hard-pressed to find a messiah’, publication and date unspecified, with annotation; (overleaf), photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Violent gangs take to the streets against Haitian poll’, in *The Guardian*, 26 November 1987
• Report on Haiti, January 1988
Photocopies of four articles by Greg Chamberlain in *The Guardian*, June 1988, with corrections
Article by Greg Chamberlain on the Dominican Republic, 26 July 1988, publication unspecified
Photocopy of article by David Blundy, ‘The dictator who slept through a coup’, in the *Sunday Telegraph*, 26 June 1988
Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Dominican Republic’s poet president teeters on edge of volcano’, 26 July 1988, publication unspecified
Article by Greg Chamberlain on Haiti, 21 July 1988, publication unspecified

**Grey – contains the publications Une Semaine en Haiti and Haiti Hebdo**
*Une Semaine en Haiti*, 26 October 1990–27 April 1993 (no. 175)

**Also in box (loose) – further articles on Haiti in the mid-to late 1980s and other related material**
Enclosed in page (i):
- News reports on Haiti in French and Spanish
- Photocopy of article by Alan Tomlinson, ‘Haitian Army moves in to quell widespread rural protest’, in *The Times*, 12 December 1985
- News reports on Haiti in French and English
- Article by Alan Tomlinson, ‘Haiti priests foster defiance’, 19 January 1986, publication unspecified
- Photocopy of miscellaneous articles on Africa in (?) *Le Monde*
- News report on Haiti from Oxfam, January 1986
- Article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Haitian mobs loot church depots’, 30 January 1986, publication unspecified
- Report on Haiti, January [1986]
- Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Revolt against Duvalier dynasty spreads’, 31 January 1986, publication unspecified
- Photocopy of article by Canute James, ‘Duvalier’s grip weakens as Haitian army holds back’, in *Financial Times*, 31 January 1986
- Two reports on Haiti by Greg Chamberlain, undated
- Photocopies of two articles in unspecified publications, ‘Papa Doc’s poor in fear and hope’ by Trevor Fishlock, 3 February 1986, and ‘Duvalier imposes state of siege in troubled Haiti’, same date
- Photocopy of article titled ‘L’etat de siege a Haiti’ in unspecified French newspaper, 3 February 1986; article titled ‘La tension s’accroît a Port-au-Prince’ in the same paper
- Photocopy of article by Denis Hautin-Guiraut, ‘Haiti en etat de siege’, 3 February 1986, publication unspecified
- Photocopy of article, ‘State of Siege Amid Looting in Capital’, and ‘[Duvalier] clings to power as US blunders’, 1 February [1986], publications(s) unspecified
- Photocopy of article, ‘Death Toll Mounts in Haiti’, 3 February 1986, publication unspecified
- Article titled ‘Haiti tense after night of gunfire in capital’, 3 February 1986, publication unspecified
- Photocopies of two articles: ‘Duvalier still in control after 400 die in weekend violence’ by Greg Chamberlain, 4 February 1986; and ‘Death toll mounts to 65 in Haiti’, by Canute James, same date; publications unspecified
- Photocopies of three articles: ‘Regime may shoot it out to the end in Haiti’ by Greg Chamberlain, 3 February 1986; ‘Duvalier still in control after 400 die in weekend violence’ by Greg Chamberlain, 4 February 1986; and ‘Haitians fear new wave of repression’, by Greg Chamberlain, 5 February 1986; publications unspecified
- Photocopies of two articles, ‘In Haiti, Anger Replaces Fear of Duvalier’, by Keith B. Richburg, 5 February 1986; ‘Baby Doc tries to live up to his boast’ by Trevor Fishlock, same date; publications unspecified
- Report on Haiti by Greg Chamberlain, undated
- Article titled ‘Military ensures Haiti’s shops stay open’, 6 February [1986], publication unspecified
- Report on Haiti by Gilles Trequesser, 6 February [1986]
- Article by ‘AP’ titled ‘Bodies dumped in Haiti’, 7 February [1986], publication unspecified
- Report titled ‘Haiti – a competition to guide a revolution’, by Ernst Ligteringen, 20 February 1986

- Enclosed in page (ii):
  - Various reports on Haiti, in French, September [...] 
  - Interview with the Duvaliers in unspecified French magazine, (?) 1987 
  - Reports on Haiti, in French, June/July [...] 
  - 2 photocopies of article by Greg Chamberlain, 9 June 1986, with annotations and attached communication 
  - Photocopy of page from Le Monde, 11 April 1986, with article on Duvalier 
  - Photocopy of article by Bernard Guetta, “Il n’y aura pas de soutien exterieur sans democratisation”, unspecified publication, (?) 29 March 1986 
  - Photocopy of article titled ‘Un colloque sur le Vaudou pres des Gonaives’ in Haiti-Observateur, 16–23 May 1986 
  - 1986 
  - Photocopy of article by Julia Preston, ‘Virtual Anarchy in Haiti Curtails even Aid Efforts’, unspecified publication, 20 June 1986 
  - Article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Jubilation and riots as Duvalier slips out’, date and publication unspecified 
  - Photocopy of article by Will Ellsworth-Jones, ‘Reagan may send troops to Haiti’, in the Sunday Times, 8 June 1986 
  - Page with heading ‘Principal Officials of the American Embassy’, with list of people 
- Article by Henri Tincq, ‘L’Église haitienne débordée par les revendications’ in *Le Monde*, 9 April 1986
- Various reports on Haiti, (?)1986
- Photocopy of interview of Rosny Desroches, titled ‘Haitian Junta Must Listen’ in *Caribbean Contact*, May 1986
- Report on Haiti, with handwritten note: ‘Preface I offered to Gloria […]’
- Article titled ‘No place to go for Duvalier’, publication and date unspecified
- Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Haiti: A People Robbed of Victory’ in *Africasia*, no. 27
- Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Duvalier supporter dismissed’, 5 March 1986, publication unspecified
- Photocopy of article by Simon Freeman, ‘Candidates galore for a chance to rescue Haiti’, in the *Sunday Times*, 15 June 1986
- Article by Trevor Fishlock, ‘Haitians wreak revenge on hated Tontons’, publication and date unspecified
- Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Haiti’s ominous hangover the morning after Duvalier’, in *The Guardian*, 17 February 1986
- Article by Trevor Fishlock, ‘Voodoo drums out the Haitian reign of terror’, in *The Times*, 10 February 1986
- Article by Will Ellsworth-Jones, ‘Baby Doc’s men still rule Haiti’, in the *Sunday Times*, date unspecified
- Photocopies of two articles by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Haiti’s rulers crack down on looting and violence as task of recovery begins’, 10 February [1986], and ‘Haiti’s hated militia disbanded’, 11 February [1986], in unspecified publication
- Photocopies of articles from *The Times* on Haiti, June 1986, with critical letter from Greg Chamberlain, 16 June 1986
- Photocopy from French publication, with mention of *From Dessalines to Duvalier*
- Various French reports on Haiti

Various French reports on Haiti

Photocopy of page from *Haiti-Observateur*, 18–25 April 1986


Photocopy of article by Denis Hautin-Guiraut, ‘Le gouvernement et les partis politiques face a la mefiance de la population’ in *Le Monde*, 10 November 1986

Various French reports on Haiti (two bundles)


Photocopy of article by Pierre Thivolet, ‘Multiplication des proces a l’encontre des anciens responsables duvalieristes’, in unspecified French publication, undated


Photocopy of article titled ‘Un projet de decret indecent’ in *La Presse*, undated

Photocopy of article titled ‘Historien Chamberlain exalte apport medias d’Haiti dans la chute des Duvalier’, date and publication unspecified, with annotations


Photocopy of article by Denis Hautin-Guiraut, ‘Aucune manifestation populaire n’a marque le premier anniversaire de la democracie’, in (?) *Le Monde*

Photocopy of article by Denis Hautin-Guiraut, ‘Desenchantement en Haiti’ in (?) *Le Monde*


Photocopy of article by Jean-Michel Caroit, ‘L’armee est sortie de ses casernes pour silloner les rues de la capitale’ in *Le Monde*, 18 July 1987

Page in Haitian Creole with heading ‘Reyinyon Konsetasyon’

Piece titled ‘Nouvelle intervention samedi a la radio de Mgr Willy Romelus’, 11 July 1987

Photocopy of article by Jean-Michel Caroit, ‘L’actuelle equipe au pouvoir paraît incapable de resoudre la crise’, publication unspecified, 1987

Two articles by Jean-Michel Caroit, publication unspecified, (?) 2 August 1987

Article by Jean-Michel Caroit, ‘La croisade de Mgr Romelus’ in *Le Monde*, 24 July 1987

Photocopy of handwritten transcription of (?) interview

Copy of newspaper *Haiti en Marche*, 30 October 1990

Part of a newspaper on ‘Haiti-Perspectives’

Bound typescript/reviewer’s copy of ‘Les Travaux de l’Atelier Proudhon (4)’ by Patrick Cingolani, published by Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales
Box B2

**Folders: overview of contents (see below for greater detail)**

**Buff (i)** – labelled ‘Haiti misc.’ – contains correspondence on Haiti


**Cream (i)** – labelled ‘Haiti misc.’ – contains French-language newspapers, articles and bulletins on Haiti, all late 1980s / early 1990s

**Cream (ii)** – labelled ‘Information re economic trends HAITI (maybe useful to keep)’ – contains information on the Haitian economy in the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s, most of it published by the American Embassy in Haiti, and notes by DN

**Blue** – labelled ‘US/Haiti / Governmental Relations / Maurice Jones / Oxford M.Phil thesis’ – contains Jones’ thesis

**Cream (iii)** – labelled ‘Haiti misc.’ (with ‘Final Draft’ crossed out) – contains materials on Haitian politics from the 1980s and 1990s, mostly news reports

**Also in box (loose)** – miscellaneous papers, predominantly not about Haiti: articles, small publications, personal papers

**Buff (i)** – labelled ‘Haiti misc.’ – contains correspondence on Haiti

- Untitled article on Haiti by Bernard Diederich
- Print-out of an email from ‘Subscriber LaGrace Benson’ on the Haitian Revolution, 8 June 1995
- Letter on the population of Haiti, 1850–1930, from DN to Maria Langdon, 23 February 1978 (two copies of second page)
- Printouts of emails from Bob Corbett, with book reviews and comments by the same, June 1995

**Buff (ii)**


**Cream (i)** – labelled ‘Haiti misc.’ – contains French-language newspapers, articles and bulletins on Haiti, all late 1980s / early 1990s

- *Haiti Observateur* newspaper, 30 October–6 November 1987
- *Le Nouvelliste* newspaper, 5 February 1987
- *Libération* magazine, November 1987
- Photocopy of article by Jean-Michel Caroit, ‘La démocratie à l’épreuve de la crise économique’ in unspecified publication, 10 May 1991
- ‘Une Semaine en Haiti’, bulletin by Le Collectif Haiti de France, with handwritten note, 5 October 1990
• Une Semaine en Haiti, bulletin by Le Collectif Haiti de France, with handwritten note, 21 September 1990
• Une Semaine en Haiti, bulletin by Le Collectif Haiti de France, 14 September 1990
• Une Semaine en Haiti, bulletin by Le Collectif Haiti de France, 7 September 1990
• Une Semaine en Haiti, bulletin by Le Collectif Haiti de France, 31 August 1990
• Photocopy of Dial (diffusion de l’information sur l’Amérique latine), 25 June 1992, with a ‘mémorandum confidentiel’ about the military situation in Haiti
• Communication from Nonciature Apostolique en Haiti, 29 April 1992
• A detailed programme for the ‘Colloque International d’Histoire à Port-au-Prince’, 5–8 December 1989 (annotated)
• Programme with synopses of the talks given at the above
• List of participants at the above
• 6 pages of handwritten notes, mostly on Pompée Valentin Vastey (undated)
• 6 sides of news reports on Haiti, November 1989
• Fax with news reports from [Greg] Chamberlain, Haiti Hebdo, 15 July 1995
• Photocopy of part of an article, ‘10 Jeunes créateurs’, publication, author and date unspecified, with annotations
• The text of an appeal from three weeks before the Jean-Rabel massacre, and an account of the day it happened, 1987
• Articles with title ‘Mouvement National Patriotique’, in French and Haitian Creole, 28 November 1980
• Undated bulletins from AFP (2 sides)
• Folder titled ‘Les priorités de Haiti aujourd’hui / Comment y répondre ensemble?’ by CFSI/SUD/FORUM, containing relevant papers, 26–27 April 1995

Cream (ii) – labelled ‘Information re economic trends HAITI (maybe useful to keep)’ – contains information on the Haitian economy in the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s, most of it published by the American Embassy in Haiti, and notes by DN (folder itself is heavily annotated)
• 5 pages titled ‘Profile of an Industry – the Haitian Transformation Scheme, 1971’ (undated)
• 7 pages titled ‘Notes and quotes from: “Rural Sector Assessment of the Republic of Haiti” by Dr Francis J. LeBeau/mc/me, Agricultural Consultant to USAID/HAITI, USAID/Haiti March 1974’
• Document from the American Embassy in Haiti, titled ‘Summary of 3 Decrees on New Industries (August 1960, March 1963 and October 1969)’
• 4 pages titled ‘Facts about Haiti’, April 1975
• 6 pages on ‘Economic trends: Haiti’, by US Embassy, Port-au-Prince, August 1972
• 6 pages on ‘Economic trends: Haiti’ by US Embassy, Port-au-Prince, August 1973
• Booklet titled ‘Foreign Economic Trends and Their Implications for the United States’, by US Embassy, Port-au-Prince, April 1986
• 3 pages on Haitian Transformation Industries, from US Embassy, Port-au-Prince, May 1974; 1 page listing FOB exports
• Booklet titled ‘Foreign Economic Trends and Their Implications for the United States’, by US Embassy, Port-au-Prince, March 1985
• ‘Foreign Economic Trends Report’ from US Embassy, Port-au-Prince, January 1987
• 9 pages titled ‘Haiti’, on the Haitian economy, most likely published by the US Embassy, October 1975
• 6 pages titled ‘Haiti’, on the Haitian economy, most likely published by the US Embassy, September 1974
• 6 pages titled ‘Economic trends: Haiti’, from the US Embassy, 10 August 1973
• 11 pages titled ‘Land Law’, ‘an unofficial English translation prepared by the Commercial Section of U.S. Embassy’
• Paper by Dr Cidoine Jeannis, titled ‘Communication Presentée à l’occasion du deuxième congress national du travail tenu à Port-au-Prince du 21 au 30 avril 1969’
• 3 pages of handwritten notes with heading ‘T.U.’
• 10 pages of handwritten notes with heading ‘Social.’
• 4 pages of handwritten notes with ‘Statistics’
• Scrap of paper with the title of a publication
• Page with a handwritten quotation from American Sociological Review, 1941
• Table titled ‘Caribbean area: Population G.D.P. and foreign trade, 1965’
• 3 pages of handwritten notes on ‘Import substitution industrialization (ISI)’
• Scrap of paper with handwritten notes
• Page with handwritten notes headed ‘U.S. investment in H. (Private)’
• Page with handwritten notes headed ‘Strategic Position’, followed by two other pages labelled ‘2’ and ‘3’, presumably associated with it
• Page with handwritten notes headed ‘Haiti – Land Tenure & Politics’, followed by another page labelled ‘2’, presumably associated with it
• Page with handwritten notes headed ‘Haiti’, on GDP
• 3 sides of handwritten notes headed ‘Haiti & Latin America’
• 3 sides of handwritten notes headed ‘Haiti (Econ.)’
• Page with handwritten notes headed ‘Marxist view of Haitian past’
• Page with handwritten notes headed ‘Land tenure’
• Page with handwritten notes headed ‘Exports’
• 4 pages with handwritten notes headed ‘Land tenure’
• Page with handwritten notes headed ‘Economic (1789–1843)’
• Page with handwritten notes headed ‘Market systems’
• 2 pages with handwritten notes headed ‘Present structure of economy’
• Page with handwritten notes headed ‘Economic’
• Page from an exam booklet with handwritten notes
• Page with handwritten notes headed ‘Social and economic (HAITI)’
• 2 sides of handwritten notes headed ‘Paul Moral – Paysan Haitien’
- 5 sides of handwritten notes headed ‘Rural life in Haiti’
- Page with handwritten notes headed ‘Haiti (1843–1915)’
- Page with handwritten notes headed ‘Petion’s Agrarian Policy’
- Page with handwritten notes headed ‘Haiti Business’
- Page with handwritten notes headed ‘Re Business Community’
- Page with handwritten notes headed ‘Co-operation movement’
- Page headed ‘Economic statistics’, enclosing notes on ‘Economic & Financial Administration’ and ‘Export of sugar workers to Dominican Republic’
- Page with handwritten notes headed ‘Combite’
- Page with handwritten notes headed ‘Race & Society’

**Blue**

**Cream (iii)** – labelled ‘Haiti misc.‘ (with ‘Final Draft’ crossed out) – contains materials on Haitian politics from the 1980s and 1990s, mostly news reports
- Folder labelled ‘ELEKSYON AYITI 87’, containing:
  - Map of Port-au-Prince
  - Page with handwritten notes
  - Newspaper: *Haiti Progrès*, 2–8 December 1987
  - Handwritten notes on the election, untitled
  - ‘Communique’ from the Provisional Electoral Council, Port-au-Prince, 28 November 1987
  - Pages stapled together, comprising proofs of articles by DN from 1986 and 1987, and handwritten notes
  - Report from Conseil Electoral Provisoire on the cancellation of the election
  - Newspaper: *Le Nouvelliste*, 1 December 1987
  - Chart titled ‘Inscriptions en vue des elections du 29 novembre 1987’
  - Document from the Conseil Electoral Provisoire with a list of candidates and numbers of votes (with yellow flyleaf), 20 November 1987
  - Page headed ‘Liste Partielle: Organismes Non-Gouvernementaux Representes’
  - Handwritten notes headed ‘Oxford Analytica’, dated 1 December 1987
  - Copy of a document with addresses
  - List of candidates for presidency
  - Statistical table of voters by region
  - A booklet on the election from the Conseil Electoral Provisoire
  - A booklet with CV’s of the members of the Conseil Electoral Provisoire
- Article titled ‘Background Note Presented to the Informal Donors Meetings for Haiti: Emergency Assistance for a Democratic Haiti’
• Article by Robert Lawless, ‘Creole Speaks, Creole Understands,’ in The World & I, January 1988
• Article by Greg Chamberlain, headed ‘for Caribbean Contact: Haiti’, 26 May 1988
• Photocopy of an article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Haiti’s Upper Classes Begin to Accept Their Little Priest’, in New York Newsday, 31 March 1991
• Photocopy of an article by Sunity Maharaj, ‘Haiti: Land of Liberation and Struggle’, in Trinidad and Tobago Review, February 1991
• Clippings from the Miami Herald, 15 May 1990
• Clipping from the Miami Herald, with article by Howard W. French, “Death’s disease” dooms thousands in Port-au-Prince’, 6 June 1990
• Clipping from Time Out, with article by Norman Lewis, ‘Last Bus to Marmelade’, 28 September–5 October 1988
• Clipping with article by Andy Kershaw, ‘Hope in Hell’, date and publication unspecified
• Several articles on the 1987 election, headed with ‘Haiti 1987 Election Watch’
• News from Reuters, October–November 1990
• Bundle of papers with:
  - Article by DN, ‘Haiti: Civilian Administration takes over’, for Oxford Analytica, undated
  - Articles from the Financial Times, January–March 1990
  - Articles from Reuters, March 1990
  - Bulletin from Bloomberg, 13 March 1990
• Article headed ‘for Caribbean Insight’, unspecified author, 21 September 1990
• Article with handwritten header ‘for Ch. Contact’, unspecified author, 20 September 1990
• Article, “Heaven’s peculiar smile:” Catholic–Protestant relationships in Haiti” by (?) Leslie Griffiths, unspecified publication and date
• Article on Haiti, author unspecified, possibly from The Observer, 26 January 1990
• Photocopy of unnamed article on Haitian living conditions and politics, publication and date unspecified
• Article by Joanne Kenen, ‘Radical Priest seeks Haitian Presidency’, Reuters, 26 November 1990
Paper by Jean-Claude Gerlus, ‘We the Forefathers: Military Landlords, Politics and Economy in Post-Revolutionary Haiti’, 1993
Copy of Haiti in Perspective, Sept–Oct 1993, with the reverse in Haitian Creole
‘Pass Notes’ on Aristide, in (?) The Guardian, undated
A bundle with photocopies of sections from at least three different unspecified publications, concerning Haitian law and economics
Bulletin, ‘Congressional Black Caucus Chair Denounces the Attempt to Derail Democracy, calls for affirming date of a fair and free election’, 9 July 1987
Statement by Members of Congress on Recent Violence in Haiti, 9 July 1987
‘Statement of Concern’ from Congress Members, August 1987
Letter insisting on democratic proceedings in Haiti, to the Hon. George P. Shultz, from various Members of Congress, 29 June 1987
Photocopy of a report from the Congressional Record, with Fauntroy’s report, 23 April, 1987
Bulletin from Reuters, ‘Carter returns to scene of diplomatic triumph’, 23 February 1995
Article by J. Michael Dash, ‘One Year Later Avril Seems to Prosper’, in Money Index, 19 September 1989
Article by J. Michael Dash, ‘Caricom and Haiti: Starting All Over Again’, in Money Index, 25 July 1989
Article by Greg Chamberlain, unspecified publication, 15 August 1989
Review by Isabel Hilton of The Rainy Season: Haiti Since Duvalier by Amy Wilenz, 16 July 1989

Two articles from The Tablet, including one on the expulsion of Aristide, authors unspecified, 28 January 1989


Haiti: Terror and the 1987 Elections, published by the National Coalition for Haitian Refugees, Americas Watch, November 1987

Photocopy of parts of the Index on Censorship, December 1984, with articles on Haiti

Photocopy of article by Tim Miles, ‘Now Fiona Dates Baby Doc! Call girl flies to tyrant's hide-out’, in Sunday Mirror, 16 September 1990

Transcription of a speech by Rénald Clérisme titled ‘Peasant Organizations in Haiti’, undated

Article by Jean-Michel Cousteau, ‘An Environmental Disaster Waiting to Happen in Haiti’, 7 May 1989

Article by Antoine Izmery, ‘Going to the limit in Haiti’, in The Guardian, 16 September 1993


Article by Carla Hall, ‘Writer Wade Davis and the Zombie Renaissance’, in International Herald Tribune, 12 February 1986

Articles by Anne Fuller, ‘Haiti’s hope and despair’, ‘Labor emerges from Duvalierist repression’, and ‘Haiti reclaimed: Scenes from a Repo[…]’ in the New York Guardian, 21 May, 28 May, and 4 June 1986

Report by Oxfam of ‘Development worker’s eyewitness account of the peasant massacre in the North West (Jean Rabel)’, 27 August, 1987

Report by Oxfam, ‘Digest of unsourced document on the background to Jean Rabel’, undated

Article by Amy Wilenz, ‘The priest who fights the regime’, in The Nation, 12 September 1987


Interview in International Viewpoint, ‘Religious and political imperialism’, 12 October 1987

Sunday Times Magazine, 21 August 1977

Independent Magazine, 24 April 1993


6 sides of bulletins in French, from March – year unspecified

Untitled article on Haiti, with handwritten heading ‘Carib. Contact’, 24 March 1988


Photocopies of 9 articles by Greg Chamberlain, all apparently from The Guardian, 13 September–26 October 1988
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- 3 sides from the *Summary of World Broadcasts*, 22 October 1994
- Bulletin from Reuters, 16 February – year unspecified
- Article by San Juan, ‘Pressure builds up against “Baby Doc”’, in *Trinidad Guardian*, 8 January 1982
- Untitled article on Haiti (possibly from *Caribbean Contact*), 26 February 1988
- Photocopy of interview of Leslie Manigat in *La Voix d’Haiti*, 14 March 1988
- Page with fragment of an article in Oxford Analytica, undated
- Article by Kenneth Freed, ‘Clinton May Receive Thanks, Blame on Haiti Trip’, from *LA Times*, 30 March 1995
- Article by Léon-François Hoffmann, ‘Haitian Cultural Nationalism’, in the *Princeton University Boletin*, May 1995
- Email correspondence from Bob Corbett, with book reviews
- 4 sides from *Haiti Info*, 20 May 1995
- 6 sides from *Haiti Info*, 3 June 1995
- Photocopies of 2 articles by Greg Chamberlain, 17 March (?1986, and 22 July 1985
- *Haiti Briefing*, June 1995
- Bulletin from the Associated Press, 1995
- Bulletin from Reuters, 1995
- Bulletin from UPI, 22 May 1995
- Document in Haitian Creole, titled ‘Operasyon balewouze tout kominis anachis machan’n peyi’, with list of names, from Port-au-Prince, 25 May 1988

*Loose papers in Box B2*

- Photocopy of 11 sides from *Aramco World*, with article by Larry Luxner, ‘Muslims in the Caribbean’, November/December 1987
- Booklet from Channel 4, ‘Central America: the Roots of Conflict’
- The *Oxford Léon Link*: Special Issue, March 1990
- Document titled ‘Table of Parochial Fees, from 1 January 1989’
- Page with notes from unspecified publication, with annotations
- Bulletin from the AFP 15 October 1987; article by Don Bohning, ‘A grand hotel checks out’, 16 October 1986
- Programme for the annual meeting of the Jubilee Network, 17 July 1993
- Two advertisements for ‘New Publication[s] from the Jubilee Group’, 15 and 22 July 1993
- Jubilee Group Update from 27 July 1993
- Oxford–Léon Association Newsletter, autumn 1988
- Article from unspecified publication with a speech by Roger Gaillard, 9 April – year unspecified – with handwritten note
- Leaflet about La Vinsobraise, with handwritten note
- Bulletin from Reuters on the Dominican Republic, 3 January – year unspecified
- 4 articles by Greg Chamberlain, 1981
- Paper by Brian H. Pollitt, ‘Selected Performance Indicators for the Cuban Sugar Industry’, July 1988
- Photocopies of 4 miscellaneous articles, unspecified publication, February 1988
- Page advertising walking tours in Paris
- 2 articles on Vice-Admiral Joseph Metcalfe, February 1985
- Letter to DN from the Haiti Support Group, 30 January 1995
Folders: overview of contents (see below for greater detail):

Loose papers in the box – copies of numerous academic articles, especially on Haitian class issues and culture; some newspaper articles

Cream (i) – labelled ‘HAITI / Clips / N’paper articles / Papers etc’ – contains many newspaper articles, late 1960s–1990s, and some handwritten notes by DN, the great majority on Haiti

Cream (ii) – labelled ‘Newspaper articles etc. on Haiti’ – contains Haitian newspapers, 1966–1971, and two official booklets from Haiti

Yellow – labelled ‘Haiti wires’ – contains a few newspaper articles, news reports,miscellanea

Loose papers
- Paper by H. Hoetink, ‘Over de Sociaal-Raciale Structuur van Haiti / On the Social and Racial Structure of Haiti’, unspecified publication and date
- Paper by Laënnec Hurbon, unspecified title and publication, 1983
- Paper by John Lobb, ‘Caste and Class in Haiti’, from the *American Journal of Sociology*, vol. 46, no. 1, July 1940
- Paper by Laënnec Hurbon, ‘Sorcellerie et pouvoir en Haiti’, *Archives de sciences sociales des religions*, vol. 48, no. 1, July–September 1979
- Paper by Patrick Bellegarde Smith, ‘Haitian Social Thought in the 19th Century: Class formation and Westernization’, from *Caribbean Studies*, vol. 20, no. 1, March 1980
- Paper by Rémy Bastien, ‘Haïti: clases y prejuicio de color’, from *Aportes*, no. 9, 1968
- Paper by Christian A Girault, ‘La question de chômage en Haiti’, from *Manpower and Unemployment Research*, vol. 11, no. 1, April 1978
- Paper by Mats Lundahl, ‘The Roots of Haitian Underdevelopment’, unspecified publication and date
- Page from *Le Monde*, 19 August 1977
- Page from *Le Monde*, 18 August 1977
- Page from *Le Monde*, 20 August 1977
- Page from *The Guardian*, 4 March 1977
- Reprints from *Conjonction*, no. 152, January 1982, with the following: ‘Débat Autour d’un Livre de Mats Lundahl: les Paysans et la Pauvreté, une Étude sur Haiti’ by Giovanni Caprio; ‘Deux Interprétations de la réalité Haitienne: Critique d’une Critique’ by Mats Lundahl; ‘Réponse a Mats Lundahl’, by Giovanni Caprio
- Paper by Maurice de Young, ‘Class Parameters in Haitian Society’, from *Journal of Inter-American Studies*, vol. 1, no. 4, 1959
- Paper by John E. Baur, ‘Mulatto Machiavelli, Jean Pierre Boyer, and the Haiti of his day’, from the *Journal of Negro History*, vol. 32, 1948


Copy of Now (published by the Methodist Missionary Society), June 1987


Paper by Leslie F. Manigat, ‘Le delicat problème de la critique historique’, publication uncertain


Paper by H. B. L. Hughes, ‘British policy towards Haiti’, 1801–1805, from the Canadian Historical Review, vol. 25, no. 4, 1944


El Futuro Dominicano by Frank Moya Pons, Santo Domingo, 1980


Paper by Louis Morpeau, ‘Un Dominion intellectual français: Haiti (1789–1924)’, from Revue de l’Amérique Latine, 1924
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- Paper by Christian A. Girault, ‘The electoral geography of the Dominican Republic (1978–1986)’, for a postgraduate seminar at the University of London, 8 March (year unspecified)
- ‘La réforme scolaire à Haiti’: article from Agecop Liaison, no. 66, 1982
- Article by Léon-François Hoffmann, ‘l’Afrique et les Africains dans l’imagination collective haïtienne entre l’indépendance et l’occupation américaine (1804–1915)’, from Notre Librairie, no. 73, 1984
- Article by Léon-François Hoffmann, ‘Le roman haïtien des dix dernières années’, from Notre Librairie, date uncertain
- Paper by Peter D. Fraser, ‘British West Indians in Haiti in the Late Nineteenth and Early Twentieth Centuries’, from After the Crossing: Immigrants and Minorities in the Caribbean Creole Society, Johnson (ed.), London, 1988

Cream (i) – labelled ‘HAITI / Clips / N’paper articles/ Papers etc’ – contains many newspaper articles, late 1960s–1990s, and some handwritten notes by DN, the great majority on Haiti
- Letter to DN from Greg Chamberlain, 31 March 1976
Photocopy of two articles from *The Guardian*: ‘Going to the limit’ by Antoine Izmery, and ‘Police terror in Haiti undermines peace accord’ by Greg Chamberlain, 16 and 17 September 1993

Letter from the Haiti Support Group, 6 August 1993

Article by Hans Veeken, ‘Hope for Haiti?’ in *BMJ*, 31 July 1993

Photocopy of the cover of *Le Nouvelliste*, 13 September 1993; (reverse) article by Lee Hockstader, ‘It is Haiti That Has to Be Saved’, 14 September 1993

Photocopy of article by Herbert Gold, ‘No Need to Worry About Haiti, “Injustice Will Prevail”’, from unspecified publication, 7 April 1993


Photocopy of article by Jean Claude Fignolé, ‘Penser le politique!’, from *Le Nouvelliste*, 26 February 1993


Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Haiti’s MPs prepare to defy army and vote Aristide back’, from *The Guardian*, 18 March 1992


Photocopy of article by Hugh O’Shaughnessy, ‘Haiti’s ragtag poor stand by their man as embargo bites’, from *The Observer*, 10 November 1991

Photocopies of articles by Howard W. French and Lee Hockstader, 4 November 1991


Photocopy of article by Lionel Barber, ‘Haiti’s US assets frozen’, uncertain publication and date


Photocopy of article by Canute James, ‘MPs reject plan to reinstate Aristide’, in unspecified publication, 8 October (?)1991


- Photocopy of article by Alex Stepick, 'Democracy Can Flourish in Haiti', from Los Angeles Times, 24 June 1988
- Haiti Insight, June/July 1996
- Haiti Support Group Briefing, August 1995
- Letter from the Haiti Support Group, 4 August 1995
- Haiti Support Group Briefing, February 1996
- Haiti Support Group Briefing, April 1996
- Haiti Support Group Supplement, April/May 1995
- Haiti Support Group Briefing, April 1996
- Haiti Insight, February/March 1996
- Haiti Insight, October/November 1995
- Haiti Info, 13 January 1996
- Haiti Info, 30 September 1995
- Haiti Info, 16 September 1995
- Haiti Info, 30 July 1995
- Haiti Info, 19 August 1995
- Haiti Info, 1 July 1995
- Haiti Info, 15 July 1995
- Haiti Info, 5 May 1995
- Haiti Info, 8 April 1995
- Haiti Info, 25 March 1994
- Haiti Info, 22 March 1995
- Haiti Info, 24 February 1996
- Haiti Info, 9 March 1996
- Haiti Info, 23 March 1996
- Haiti Observateur, 6–13 March 1996
- Haiti en Marche, 6–12 March 1996
- Transcript of a portion of Revue de la Semaine, 18–24 February 1996 (10 pages)
- Transcript of an article by Kenneth Freed, ‘Haiti’s Army Not Seen as Potent Fighting Force’, from the Los Angeles Times, 17 May 1994 (4 sides)
- News report from Reuters, ‘Aristide greets new police force’, 23 May 1995; (reverse) fax from DN
- News report from the Associated Press, 5 May 1995
- News report from Reuters, 13 July 1995
- News report from Reuters, 12 July 1995
- News report from the Associated Press, 14 July 1995
- News report from Reuters, ‘Haitian voters denied ballots get second chance’, 26 June 1995
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- Photocopy of article by Michael Dash, ‘Democracy Bound’, in Money Index, 6 June 1995, with note to DN from the author
- Email from Bob Corbett, with list of names (Cabinet Ministers of Prime Minister Claudette Werleigh)
- 9 pages of news reports from Haiti Online, March 1996
- Article by Carlsson Bojk, ‘Le Cabinet Boyer ou Rebattement des Cartes’, in Haiti Observateur, 7 December 1979
- News report in French, 7 March 1985
- Article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Priest aged 80 beaten to death in Haiti’, from The Guardian, 26 July 1985
- News reports from AFP, September–October 1985
- Part of Haiti Progres, 4–10 December 1985
- Photocopy of a page from Le Petit Samedi Soir, 17 August 1985
- Photocopies of 4 1/2 pages from Le Petit Samedi Soir, October 1985
- Photocopy of page from Latin America Regional Reports Caribbean, 14 June 1985, with disapproving annotations by DN
- Article by Christian Lionet, ‘Haiti: Duvalier promet la démocratie dans 18 moins’, in Libération, 7 June 1985
- Photocopy of La Lettre de la Federation Internationale des Droits de l’Homme, 12 April 1985
- Photocopy of article, ‘Une “mascarade” pour les opposants en exil’, from Le Monde, 21 July 1985
- News reports from AFP, July and August 1985
- Photocopy of article by Colman McCarthy, ‘For Journalists in Haiti, the Tests Just Go On’, from International Herald Tribune, 25 September 1984
- Photocopies of articles by Art Harris, ‘Haiti Village A Good Place to Leave’, ‘Despite Hazards, Many Haitians Whisper of Leaving’, and ‘Polishing Haiti’s Tarnished Image’, January/February 1982
- News reports from AFP, December – year unspecified
- Photocopy of article by Alan Tomlinson, ‘Haitian Army moves in to quell widespread rural protest’, publication unspecified; part of a page from unspecified publication
- Article, titled ‘Haiti – political’, with handwritten caption, ‘(by me) (for Europa Yearbooks)’, undated
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- Photocopy of article from unspecified publication, ‘Widespread Fraud Reported in Haiti Referendum’, 22 July 1985
- Photocopy of article from Le Monde, ‘Cache-misère en Haiti’, 25 July 1985
- News reports from AFP, July 1985
- Article by Christian Lionet, ‘A Labadie, Haiti, on n’a bati q’un trou’, from Libération, 16 August 1985
- Article by Yves Hardy, ‘Valse – hesitation en Haiti’, from Le Monde, 22 April 1980
- Photocopy of article by Maurice Denuzière, ‘Chèque en blanc pour Haiti’, from Le Monde, 6 May 1976
- Photocopy of anonymous article, ‘Une si jolie fête à Port-au-Prince…’, from Le Monde Diplomatique, September 1984
- Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Haiti wave of arrests follows outbreak of riots’, from The Guardian, 27 July 1984
- Photocopy of article by Rickey Singh, ‘Duvalier’s Haiti’, from Barbados Nation, 8 June 1984
- News report from AFP, September – year unspecified
- Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Opposition leader calls Haitian elections “a farce”’, from Miami Herald, 17 February 1984
- Visitor’s visa for DN, Haiti, 5 April 1974
- Photocopies of three articles from Le Monde, March 1983
- Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Haiti food aid sought’, from The Guardian, 4 June 1984
- Photocopy of two articles by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Mayor “buys votes in Haiti”’ and ‘No pools for Haiti’, from The Guardian, August 1983
- Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Magazine is seized’, from The Guardian, 17 July 1983
- Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Settlers seen as reason for Guadeloupe bombings’, from The Guardian, 16 November 1983
- 4 pages from Latin America Political Report, 1 December 1978
- News reports from AFP, April/May 1983, and from November (?1979
- Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Haiti in grip of Duvalier terror’, from The Guardian, 21 September 1979
- Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Duvalier defies the West’, from The Guardian, 24 September 1979
- Photocopy of article from *Le Monde*, ‘Le gouvernement Duvalier relance la répression contre une opposition plus dynamique’, 26 September 1979
- Two articles from *Latin America Political Report*, 29 June 1979
- Article from *Latin America Political Report*, ‘Haiti: the play’s the thing’, 15 June 1979
- News reports from AFP, April/May 1979, with handwritten note from Greg Chamberlain
- Photocopy of article from *The Herald*, ‘Increased Haiti Political Tension Raises Fear for Fate of Returnees’, 24 February 1979
- Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘La Victoire d’un opposant dans la deuxième ville du pays illustre une libéralisation timide du régime’, from *Le Monde*, 16 February 1979
- Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Challenges Are Slowly Being Mounted Against Haiti’s Regime on Eve of Vote’, from *Miami Herald*, 10 February 1979
- Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Duvalier Candidate Beaten At Polls by Rights Advocate’, from *Miami Herald*, 16 February 1979
- *Latin America Political Report*, 12 January 1979
- News reports from AFP, November 1978
- Photocopy of article from unspecified publication and author, ‘Amnesty International urges Haiti to publish information on dead prisoners’, 14 November 1977
- Tourist brochure for Haiti
- Photocopy of article from *The Guardian*, ‘Prison deaths in Haiti’, 18 October 1977
- Photocopy of page from *Latin America Political Report*, 4 November 1977
- Page with handwritten notes
- Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Young’s warning produces some hope on human rights in Haiti’, 26 August 1977
- News reports from AFP, 16–17 October 1977


Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Young brings sweet talk to the sugar isles’, from *The Guardian*, 5 August 1977

News reports from AFP, September–October 1977, with note to DN from Greg Chamberlain


Note to DN from Greg Chamberlain, 3 October 1977

4 sides from *Libération*, 23 April 1980

Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Haiti Seen Closer to Political Changes’, from the *Washington Post*, 5 March 1980, with annotation by GC

News report from AFP, 11 September – year unspecified


Photocopy of a page from *Latin America Political Report*, 3 June 1977

Page with handwritten notes

News report from AFP, 12 November 1974

Overseas Business Reports, April 1970


*Latin America*, 4 June 1976


2 pages from *Libération*, 22 June 1976

Photocopy of article from Latin America, ‘Haiti: “Piti Tig Sé Tig”’, 25 June 1976

Photocopy of fragment from Latin America, with annotations, 25 June 1976

Article by Dumayric Charlier, ‘Notre Sejour en Grande Bretagne’, from *Le Matin*, 20 December 1977

*Le Matin*, 29 December 1975

*Le Matin*, 30 December 1975

News report from AFP, 2 March 1977

Bulletins from December 1976–March 1977, with note from Greg Chamberlain


Report from Amnesty International, 24 October 1976
• Page from The Guardian, with article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘The guilt and the gingerbread’, 4 March 1977
• Photocopy of article by Jacques Auboyneau, ‘Quand on ne voit plus les “Tontons Macoutes”’, from Le Monde, 17 April 1977
• Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Amnesty challenge to Haiti over releases’, from The Guardian, 10 January 1977
• Article from Le Monde, ‘Une letter d’Amnesty International sur Haiti’, 24 April 1977
• Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Duvalier’s free detainees’, from The Guardian, 1976
• Photocopy of article by Daniel Drosdoff, ‘Baby Doc faces his biggest crisis’, from the Evening Standard, 19 April 1977
• Photocopy of article by Hugh O’Shaughnessy, ‘Famine worsens in Haiti’, from the Financial Times, 31 May 1977
• Photocopies of 3 articles by Greg Chamberlain from The Guardian, May 1977
• Photocopy of article from Le Monde, ‘M. Duvalier compte demeurer president à vie’, 4 May 1977
• Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Crippling drought in Haiti’, from The Guardian, 24 March 1977
• Photocopy of a page from Latin America Political Report, 29 April 1977, with correction
• Article by Philip Jacobson, ‘Papa Doc cools it – thanks to tourists, baseballs and bras’, publication unspecified, 1970
• Part of an article, details unspecified, with handwritten caption ‘Final section (edited down in magazine)’
• News report from AFP, 28 May 1975
• Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Le gouvernement haitien impose d’importantes redevances pour l’exploitation de la bauxite’, from Le Monde, 26 December 1974
• Photocopy of article from Latin America, ‘Haiti: the shape of things to come’, 20 December 1974
• Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘US losing its mistress as Haiti’s ardour cools’, from The Guardian, 5 November 1974
• Page from Latin America, with article by Greg Chamberlain, 25 October 1974
• Photocopy of page from Latin America, ‘Haiti: looking abroad’, 20 September 1974, with article from The Guardian from the same month inset
• 2 pages of handwritten notes
• Latin America, 9 April 1976
• List of American firms involved in transformation industries in Haiti, December 1973
• News report from AFP, 9 November 1974
• Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Exiles urge ban on aid to Duvalier’, from The Guardian, 31 May 1975
• Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Expensive resting place for Papa Doc’, from The Guardian, 23 May 1975
• Photocopy of article from (?) The Guardian, ‘Famine in Haiti confirmed’, 30 May 1975
• Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Haiti admits 150,000 are starving’, from The Guardian, 27 May 1975
• Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘“The Dinosaurs” seize power again’, from The Guardian, 6 April 1976
• 5 sides of handwritten notes, chiefly with names
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- 8 pages from the *New Republic*, 19 June 1971
- Part of a page from *Le Nouveau Monde*, 21 April 1971
- Part of a page from *Le Nouveau Monde*, 3 May 1971
- Article by Cal McCrystal, ‘Papa Doc’s days are numbered’, from the *Sunday Times*, 22 September 1968
- Article by Jeremy Campbell, ‘Will his daughter make bid for power?’ from the *Evening Standard*, 19 April 1971
- Part of a page from the *Evening News*, Monday 6 October 1969
- Article from unspecified publication, ‘Strong Shearer protest against Haitian action’, June 1968
- Article by Henry Giniger, ‘Duvalier Family in Haiti divided’, from the *New York Times*, 4 August 1967
- 15 pages of handwritten notes, numbered by DN, undated, beginning ‘10 years of Duvalierism’
- Page with handwritten notes, headed ‘On Trujillo’
- 2 pages with lists of dates, handwritten
- 3 pages of handwritten notes with heading ‘Constitution 1964’ (also with information on the 1957 election)
- 15 pages of handwritten notes, numbered by DN, undated, with information on 1957–1967; one unnumbered page on 1968
- Scrap of paper with notes
- Page with handwritten notes, headed ‘Communist Party’
- Handwritten notes headed ‘1946 Revolution’
- Page with handwritten notes headed ‘Political Development’
- Scrap with handwritten notes headed ‘Notion of Political Development’
- Scrap with handwritten notes headed ‘Overthrow of Estimé’
- Page with handwritten notes headed ‘Haiti – Opposition [?]Groups’
- 2 pages of handwritten notes headed ‘Politics in L.A.’
- Page with handwritten notes, beginning ‘Madsen – from Denmark / Competition with Brandt’
- Page of notes on 1968, beginning ‘June 17f Oswald Brandt’
- Page with miscellaneous handwritten notes, untitled

*Cream (ii)* – labelled ‘Newspaper articles etc. on Haiti’ – contains Haitian newspapers, 1966–1971, and two official booklets from Haiti

- *Panorama*, 26–29 October 1967
- Booklet titled *Recontre De Deux Grands Leaders Du Tiers Monde* (Haile Sélassié and Francois Duvalier), by Gérard Daumec, April 1966
- *Panorama*, 27 March 1968
- *News of Haiti*, April 1970
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- Booklet titled *Ultime Hommage au Président Dumarsais Estimé*, 22 November 1968
- *Les Griots*, 13 April 1968
- *Le Nouvelliste*, 10 April 1968

**Yellow** – labelled ‘Haiti wires’ – contains a few newspaper articles, news reports, miscellanea

**News reports from Reuters, February 1994**
- Document titled ‘Statement by President Jean-Bertrand Aristide’, 15 February 1994
- Photocopy of a page from *Haiti Progrès*, undated
- Photocopy from *Haiti Info*, with article titled ‘Country Held Hostage’, 14 November 1993
- *Information and Action Bulletin from Church Action for Central America* (CAFCA), winter 1993 (2 copies)
- Page with blurb for (?) *Les Forces Politiques en Haiti* by Kern Delince
- Mail order form, with French blurb, for the above
- Article by J.P. Slavin, ‘Haitian Refugees in Jamaica’, from *Caribbean Week*, 2–15 October 1993
- Part of the *Guardian Weekend*, with article on Haiti by Simon Tisdall, 30 October 1993
- HAS Newsletter, June 1993
- Photocopy from *The Guardian*, with ‘Pass Notes’ on Jean-Claude Duvalier, 22 September 1993
- News reports from Reuters, June 1988